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Part 3  
(but the fifth tasting event as the popularity was such that 

each of the first 2 were repeated)  
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Brendan Jansen MW's  
7 Definitive Italian Regional  
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Master of Wine 

The Master of Wine qualification indicates that the title 
recipient has completed the toughest series of 

examinations on viticulture, wine making styles and 
techniques, all wine regions, and all pluses and minuses in 
the marketing of these wines on planet. Then added to this 

is the requirement for an extraordinary ability to discern 
the bouquet & flavour nuances caused by the factors 

above which indicate the wine’s variety, age, wine making 
techniques used, regions, quality, hygiene and seasonal 

variations.   
 

Thousands of young wine people from all over the world, 
from dozens of countries, start the courses each year but 

perhaps only 8-15 per year worldwide graduate.  
There are only about 380 Masters of Wine worldwide.  
The title MW is the greatest imprimatur or recognition 
that the wine world can give to its most able students. 

After 50 years of Master of Wine graduates there are just 2 
in Western Australia and perhaps 24 in Australia. 



 
 

 
Brendan Jansen MW is a specialist medical practitioner, and the development of 

his expertise in wine began with his involvement in tasting groups with 
colleagues. His love affair with wine was cemented when he lived in Italy for two 
years, during which time he developed an affinity for, and in-depth knowledge of, 

Italian wines. 
Brendan's passion is for wine education and appreciation, and this has inspired his 

MW journey. Tastings led by Brendan are fun and informative and involve a 
deeper exploration of the varieties and regions covered. 



 

 
 

About Super Tuscans: 

You may have seen the term ‘Super Tuscan’ before, and that’s because it’s used to 
describe some of Tuscany’s top red wines, such 

as Tignanello, Sassicaia and Ornellaia. 
They are high quality red and white wines, normally with a price to match, made 

from non-indigenous varieties or using blends not allowed under Tuscan 
appellation law. 

https://www.decanter.com/premium/tignanello-solaia-ratings-compared-392779/
https://www.decanter.com/premium/sassicaia-wines-vertical-tasting-384336/
https://www.decanter.com/wine/producer-profiles/ornellaia-producer-profile-246008/
https://www.decanter.com/wine-news/opinion/ornellaia-bianco-makes-case-for-super-tuscan-white-wine-280508/


 
Back in the 1960s, some Tuscan producers began experimenting with non-

indigenous varieties from Bordeaux, such as Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet 
Franc and Merlot. 

Sassicaia is considered the first Super Tuscan. Marchese Mario Incisa della 
Rochetta had been making the wine for private consumption since 1948 from 

Cabernet Sauvignon and Cabernet Franc vines planted in Bolgheri on the Tuscan 
coast, not previously considered particularly worthwhile wine country but ideal 

for the French varieties. 
The first commercial release was the 1968 vintage, but due to Tuscany’s strict 
appellation laws the wine had to be labelled as Vina da Tavola or ‘table wine’. 
These laws not only restricted the use of non-indigenous varieties, they even 

prescribed a Chianti Classico recipe that was detrimental to the wine’s quality: 
100% Sangiovese Chianti was banned, and the blend had to include certain lower 

quality varieties, including at least 10% white varieties. 
A movement therefore began with quality-minded Chianti producers. One of the 

first was Antinori, whose 1971 Tignanello was a Sangiovese and Cabernet 
Sauvignon blend from the Classico zone, but declassified to Vino da Tavola. 

As these wines from within and beyond Chianti punched well above their lowly 
Vino da Tavola status, they collectively became known as Super Tuscans. The term 

became synonymous with adventurous winemaking, with producers 
experimenting with French barriques and new viticultural methods. 

James Button, Decanter.com, May 2019 

˜ 
 

The Wines  
 

Antinori Solaia 2017 RRP $850, Our Price $723 
Super-restrained cassis fruit with an almost blueberry maturity in front of violet, 
clove and blond tobacco spiciness. Retasting the wine the next day, it shines with 

graphite minerality, pure leather, and a touch of lemon thyme. Creamy and full on 
the palate, it has refined and meaty tannins, with lively acidity and great balance 
overall. You would not think this wine was aged in 100% new French oak for 18 
months because of the great fruit concentration on display, but the top quality of 

the oak used is evident. The potential of Solaia is to be seen over the years, to 
discover its character as it matures. It's never cutesy, always elegant. 

97 points, Aldo Fiordelli, Decanter 
AG 95+pts 
ML 95pts 
JS 97pts 

 
Antinori Tenuta Tignanello 2017, RRP $300, Not Available, Tasting only. 

(Sold out Australia wide – and purchased at retail for this tasting.) 
Last year I wrote that the 2017 Tignanello would drink well early. Unless that 

https://www.decanter.com/wine/wine-regions/bordeaux-wines/
https://www.decanter.com/wine/grape-varieties/cabernet-sauvignon/
https://www.decanter.com/wine/grape-varieties/cabernet-franc/
https://www.decanter.com/wine/grape-varieties/cabernet-franc/
https://www.decanter.com/wine/grape-varieties/merlot/


happens within the next two years or so, that will not turn out to be the case. Right 
after bottling, the 2017 was so generous, but since then it has really gone into a 
shell. That won't be an issue over time, but today Tignanello, which so often is 
such a showy in its youth, is incredibly tight. Bright red berry fruit, mint, chalk 
and lifted floral notes give the 2017 a good bit of energy. There is a purity to the 

Sangiovese that works so well with the wine's grippy tannins, but patience is key. 
95+ points, Antonio Galloni, Vinous 

AG 95 pts,  
ML 96pts,  

WE 97,  
JS 96pts 

 
Tenuta dell’ Ornellaia Bolgheri Superiore DOC 2018 La Gracia, Very Limited 

Stock. Our Price $495. 
(3 bottles remaining from our allocation.) 

The 2018 Ornellaia is an introvert at this stage. Medium in body, with terrific 
persistence and impeccable balance, the 2018 is not in any mood to show all its 
cards today. Hints of red berry fruit, mocha, spice, liquorice and dried flowers 
emerge with a bit of coaxing. I won’t be surprised to see it put on weight with 

more time in bottle. There is certainly plenty to look forward to. Readers should 
expect a silky, aromatic Ornellaia in line with vintages such as 2004 that are more 

about finesse than raw power.  
This is the first time in which Merlot drives the blend in Ornellaia. 

97 points, Antonio Galloni, Vinous 

Ornellaia 2018 is appealingly gentle now, but its tannin quality and fruit clarity 
suggest it has the attributes for greatness over the next 15 years or more. It is also 

notable for its unusually high Merlot content at 51% (with 40% Cabernet 
Sauvignon, 7% Cabernet Franc and 2% Petit Verdot). The Merlot benefitted, it 

seems, from 2018's alternate bouts of hot, sunny weather interspersed with 
reviving showers. A fruit-packed Ornellaia with bright flavours and a moreish, 

silky-smooth and sophisticated texture allied to a potentially wide drinking 
window. 

96 points, Monty Waldin, Decanter 
 
 

Fontodi Flaccianello della Pieve 2017, RRP $267. Not Available, Tasting only. 
(Sold out Australia wide online – purchased at retail for this tasting.) 

The 2017 Flaccianello della Pieve is fabulous. Dark, sensual and enveloping, the 
2017 captures the essence of the house style in its textural richness and baritone 

inflections. Black cherry, plum, spice, new leather, licorice and chocolate infuse the 
2017 with tremendous richness. The 2017 spent 18 months in barrique followed by 

6 months in cask, the same aging regime as the Vigna del Sorbo, but with a bit 
more new oak. That approach worked very well, as the Flaccianello stands out for 

its exceptional textural elegance and finesse. It is a positively stellar wine. 
97 points, Antonio Galloni, Vinous 

JS 95pts 
 



Castello di Fonterutoli 2018 Siepi Toscana IGT, RRP $272, Our Price, $231 
Siepi, Fonterutoli’s Merlot/Sangiovese blend, is absolutely gorgeous in 2018. Rich, 

pliant and creamy, Siepi offers all of the seductiveness of Merlot with the bright 
acids and grip of Sangiovese. Inky blue/purplish fruit, lavender, dried herbs, 

spice, licorice and new leather meld together in an open-knit, inviting Tuscan red 
with no hard edges and tons of allure shaped by alberese soils with a good bit of 

clay. The 2018 is an undeniably sexy wine with so much immediacy.  
Siepi (the wine) is built on a core of holdings from Siepi, a historic property dating 

back to the 1400s, plus holdings from the broader Fonterutoli estate. Merlot and 
Sangiovese lots are harvested, vinified and aged separately. The 2018 saw long 
macerations 20 or more days, followed by 16-17 months in French oak, with a 

preference for 225L barrels for Merlot and larger 500L tonneaux for the 
Sangiovese, which also spent a bit less time in oak. The final blend was assembled 
and then the wine spent 5-6 months in cement, a recent change made for the first 
time in 2017 that really seems to let the purity of the fruit come out. The 2018 is 
positively stellar and also one of the very best editions in recent memory. Don’t 

miss it. 
97 points, Antonio Galloni, Vinous 

There is a sweetness here that is enveloping and seductive with baked earth 
undertones set against raspberry, plum, black cherry and sandalwood. Soft and 
caressing tannins, where the grace and aromatic power of Sangiovese is given a 
satiny texture and enveloping mouthfeel by the Merlot. A brilliant wine that has 

an identity and a sense of place. First vintage 1992. Located in Chianti Classico, the 
estate has a 600ha forest that practices sustainable agro-forestry and is more than 
carbon neutral, in fact having a positive carbon balance where the estate absorbs 

five times as much CO2 as it emits. 70% new oak.  
95 points, Jane Anson, Decanter 

Extremely perfumed and crystal-clear with violets, plums, raspberries, walnuts 
and black olives. It’s medium-to full-bodied with very fine tannins that are 

extremely polished and refined. The length is long and very precise. Chocolate and 
hazelnuts. This is the 25th anniversary of this fine merlot and sangiovese. Hard not 

to drink now, but better after 2022.  
97 points, James Suckling 

 
Isole e Olena Cepparello Toscana IGT 2017, Our Price $171. 

(3 bottles remaining from our allocation.) 
The Isole e Olena 2017 Cepparello is one of the great Sangiovese-based wines of 
the vintage. From a growing season that was challenging for almost everyone in 
Italy, this wine sails through, pushed by a profound sense of varietal purity. This 
dark, mid-weight red reveals lifted tones of cherry, wild rose, rosemary essence, 
toasted almond and potting soil. These components come together with seamless 

transitions and a polished finish. The tannins are elegant and integrated. The wine 
defies the expectations of the vintage. 

95+ points, Monica Larner, Robertparker.com 
Scorched earth, new leather, ripe black-skinned berry and balsamic whiffs of 

camphor and cedar form the nose. Smooth and juicy, the savory palate delivers 
ripe Morello cherry, mature plum, toasted hazelnut and ground clove set against 



velvety, enveloping tannins. 
94 points, Kerin O’Keefe, Wine Enthusiast 

 
Quercibella Camartina 2016, RRP $225, Not Available, Tasting only. 

(Only 2 bottles left from our allocation.) 
The 2016 Camartina is superb. As always, Camartina is 70% Cabernet Sauvignon 

and 30% Sangiovese, all from Greve's Ruffoli district, where Querciabella is 
located. At this stage in its development, the Camartina is driven by Sangiovese in 
its red-toned fruit, aromatics and acid profile. The 2016 is vibrant, saline and full of 

energy. I am so intrigued to see how it develops in bottle. 
95+ points, Antonio Galloni, Vinous 

JS 93pts,  
WS 93pts 

Quercibella Camartina 2013, Not Available. Our Price $232 
(Not included in tasting but Australia’s 2 final bottles.) 

Aromas of blueberries, elderberries, herbs, ink and hints of orange rind as well as a 
touch of cedar and slate. The palate is full but so refined and beautiful with tight, 

polished tannins and a long, fresh finish. Such a well-made Super Tuscan. A blend 
of cabernet sauvignon and Sangiovese.  

Made from organic grapes. 
94 points, James Suckling 

Macerated blackberry, cherry, plum and tar flavours highlight this intense, 
muscular red. The structure is solid and compact, but gains elegance and length 

with air. Decant now, or age for two or three years. Cabernet Sauvignon and 
Sangiovese. Best from 2020 through 2032. 
93 points, Bruce Sanderson, Wine Spectator 

 
Quercibella Camartina 2012, Not Available. Our Price $208 

(Not included in tasting but also Australia’s 2 final bottles.) 
The 2012 Camartina is bright, focused and nuanced throughout. This is an especially 

classy, understated Camartina that retains lovely freshness for a warm vintage. 
Lavender, rose petal, spice and plums give the 2012 its exotic aromatics and 

striking perfume. Medium in body and super-polished, the 2012 should reward 
consumers with a long drinking window. The blend is 70% Cabernet Sauvignon 

and 30% Sangiovese. 
94 points, Antonio Galloni, Vinous 

 
Ca’ Marcanda 2018, RRP $362, Our Price $308 

(3 bottles remaining from our allocation.) 
Dense and fluid at once, this red delivers plum, black cherry, licorice, olive, bay 
leaf and spice flavors. Ripe and balanced, with a lingering, spicy, tobacco-tinged 
aftertaste. Cabernet Sauvignon and Cabernet Franc. Best from 2023 through 2033. 

1,500 cases made, 225 cases imported. 



95 points, Bruce Sanderson, Wine Spectator 
JS 94pts 

Ca’ Marcanda Magari 2019, Our Price $143 
(3 bottles remaining from our allocation.) 

This is a firm yet velvety-textured red with blackberry, sage, pine-needle and 
dried-flower aromas and flavors. It’s medium-to full-bodied with a lovely mouth 

feel and a long finish. Drink after 2023, when everything will have come more 
together. 

93 points, James Suckling 

Grattamacco Bolgheri Rosso Superiore DOC 2017, RRP $270, 
Our Price $229 

Congratulations to Grattamacco on the 35th anniversary of this iconic wine. The 
2017 Bolgheri Superiore Grattamacco is an organic blend of 65% Cabernet 

Sauvignon, 20% Merlot and 15% Sangiovese fermented in open-top oak vats with 
ambient yeasts and aged in oak for 18 months. The fruit represents a special 
selection from over 25 hectares of vines planted in a mix of soils with clay, 

sandstone, limestone marl and flysch. In fact, the territorial impact on the wine's 
bouquet is strong with dusty or salty notes that frame dark fruit, dried cherry and 
toasted spice. This wine shows polished elegance, and that's something that was 

not easy to achieve in this hot vintage. Production is 50,000 bottles.  
95 points, Monica Larner, The Wine Advocate 

The contribution of Sangiovese (15%) in the blend of Grattamacco makes it a 
distinctive Bolgheri Superiore. If on the nose Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot are 
prevailing with cassis fruit, cedar and kiwi, full of balsamic depth, the indigenous 

grape pushes the fragrance of the wine with chewy wild fruit flavours. An 
exceptional expression in the hot vintage. Complex and layered, without any 

foursquare character, this organic wine is waiting for extra complexity over its 
liquorice finish. 

96 points, Aldo Fiordelli, Decanter 
JS 94pts,  

AG 95pts,  
WS 95 pts 

 
Tua Rita Redigaffi 2017, RRP $, Our Price $708 

(The Australian importers final 3 bottles – Now not Available.) 
The 2017 Redigaffi has a few surprises up its sleeve, the most unexpected of which 

are those floral aromas of rose and lavender that lift so gently from the bouquet. 
These are absolutely counterintuitive given the heat and power of this vintage. 

This Redigaffi is a delicate wine in terms of its aromatic display despite the density 
and extract that is delivered to the palate. It carries a touch of bitterness or tannic 
dryness on the close to go along with its 15.5% alcohol content. The mouthfeel is 

tight, focused and sharp. This is a really beautiful and interesting Merlot that skirts 
around the hot vintage, yet it ultimately leaves you with marked determination 

and bold fruit flavours. 
96 points, Monica Larner, Roberparker.com 



JS 97pts,  
AG 94 pts 
WS 93 pts 

 
Petrolo Galatrona 2016, Our Price $245 
(3 bottles remaining from our allocation.) 

The aromas of dried flowers, stones, dark tea leaves, hot tile, and dark berries. 
Full-bodied, yet tight and linear. Wonderful drive and depth. An extremely long 

and focused finish. A great wine. Needs four or five years to come together. Try in 
2022. 

98 points, James Suckling 
This is the flagship wine from Luca Sanjust's Petrolo estate located not too far from 

Arezzo in the Valdarno area of eastern Tuscany. The 2016 Galatrona is indeed a 
masterpiece to behold. This wine offers thick layering and deep intensity with 

aromas that offer an incredible range, starting off with luscious dark chocolate on 
one side and ending with fragrant white truffle on the far end of its long aromatic 

trajectory. You get plummy fruit, spice, sweet tobacco and tilled earth packed tight 
in between. This full-bodied Merlot is softly textured and succulent with long-
lasting flavor intensity on the close. Petrolo's Merlot is planted in a ten-hectare 

parcel distinguished by thick clay soils. I have been watching Galatrona's 
evolution for years and have tasted the wine on occasion in various vertical 

tastings. This is my favorite vintage made thus far. 
98 points, Monica Larner, Robert Parker’s The Wine Advocate 

This is full of enticing blackberry, blueberry and plum flavors, with a spine of 
acidity, iron accents and beefy tannins. Long and well-proportioned, this needs 

time to integrate. Tobacco and spice hints detail the finish. 
95 points, Bruce Sanderson, Wine Spectator 

 
Petrolo Galatrona 2018, Our Price $229 

Petrolo is a certified organic grower, and this iconic expression of Merlot from 
Tuscany has now moved on from IGT status to the Val d'Arno di Sopra 

appellation. This is big news for an appellation trying to carve out its own identity 
in the competitive environment of Tuscan wine appellations. There is arguably no 

wine in this area near Arezzo more celebrated than Galatrona. The Petrolo 2018 
Val d'Arno di Sopra Galatrona is a beautifully soft and supple expression with 

dark fruit, cherry, blackberry, tobacco, spice and smoked cedar wood. The results 
are balanced and elegant, and this vintage has a beautiful manner in which it 

presents the intensity and depth of Tuscan Merlot without any of the heaviness or 
darkness you might anticipate. Everything comes together here with careful 

precision and wholeness. 
97 points, Monica Larner, The Wine Advocate 

The flagship 2018 Galatrona, 100% Merlot, is very beautiful. Silky tannins wrap 
around a core of Merlot fruit. I am struck by how elegant the 2018 is, as Galatrona 

is so often a wine of impact. Black cherry, chocolate, game, leather, licorice and 
spice give the 2018 a good bit of nuance. This is an especially understated, refined 

edition of Galatrona. 
96 points, Antonio Galloni, Vinous 



Aromas of blackberries, black olives, green olive, and violets. It’s really aromatic. 
Full-bodied, yet so precise and polished with creamy, layered tannins that caress 

your palate. It’s extremely persistent and goes on for minutes. Only 40% new 
wood. Really balanced. All about purity and complexity From organically grown 

grapes. 
98 points, James Suckling 

A 100% Merlot cuvée that totally delivers. This is seductive with tons of finesse 
and layers of liquorice and olive paste with grip and smoked swirls of grilled oak. 

I love the confidence and complexity of this wine. 2018 had less extreme 
temperatures than 2017 in this corner of Chianti, and it gives a lilting freshness 

while still guarding the wild fig and rosemary aromatics that give a sense of place. 
Fermentation is in small barrels and amphoras, with manual punching down of 
the skins. Overall, a gorgeous wine and an extremely easy bottle to recommend. 
20,000 bottles, with the Place de Bordeaux responsible for all distribution outside 
of Italy. Organic certified since 2016. Owner and winemaker Luca Sanjust worked 
with the late Denis Durantou of L'Eglise Clinet during the early years of Petrolo, 
and certainly you can see some of the deft playing with the possibilities of Merlot 

that became the signature of both men. 
97 points, Jane Anson, Decanter 

 
 

 

 

Price List 
Avail. Wine Our 

Price 
Qty Total 

OK Antinori Solaia 2017 $723   

NA Antinori Tenuta Tignanello 2017 $300 NA NA 

3 Tenuta dell’ Ornellaia Bolgheri Superiore DOC 2018 La Gracia $495   

NA Fontodi Flaccianello della Pieve 2017 $267 NA NA 

OK Castello di Fonterutoli 2018 Siepi Toscana $231   

3 Isola e Olena Cepparello Toscana IGT 2017 $171   

2 Quercibella Camartina 2016 $225 
  

2 
Quercibella Camartina 2013 (Not for tasting, but Australia’s final 2 
bottles.) 

$232 
  

2 
Quercibella Camartina 2012 (Not for tasting, but Australia’s final 2 
bottles.) 

$208 
  

3 Ca’ Marcanda 2018 $308   

3 Ca’ Marcanda Magari 2019 $143   

OK Grattamacco Bolgheri Rosso Superiore DOC 2017 $229   

3 Tua Rita Redigaffi 2017 $708   

3 Petrolo Galatrona 2016 $245   

OK Petrolo Galatrona 2018 $229   

     

 Tickets for the Seminar, 6-9pm, 13 Wines & 5 Course 
Dinner, Monday September 6th   

$350   



 

 

 
  

 
 Total 

  

 

Name: 

 

Signature: 

 

Delivery 

Address: 

 

Credit Card:                     /              /              / Expiry Date: / 
 

All credit cards accepted 

  

 
 

Lamont’s Wine Store 

12 Station Street Cottesloe WA 6011   T: 08 9385 0666  F: 08 9385 

0622  E: cottesloe@lamontswinestore.com.au 
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